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Nature’s Network is a collaborative effort that brings together 
partners from 13 states, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
non-governmental organizations, and universities. 
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Partners identified shared priorities and mapped the best 
opportunities to conserve and connect the most intact habitats 
and ecosystems. 
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Nature’s Network supports the habitats of common and 
imperiled species and will help ensure the future of fish and 
wildlife across the Northeast region.



The conservation design

Terrestrial
Habitat

Terrestrial and wetland core areas contain intact, resilient examples of every 
major ecosystem type in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic. Core areas contain 
widespread ecosystems (such as hardwood forests), rare natural communities 
(such as bogs), and important habitat for a variety of fish, wildlife, and plants.
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Imperiled
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Core areas for Imperiled Species identify the most important places for 
imperiled species of fish and wildlife, based on data showing the the common 
habitat needs of over 600 Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN).
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Aquatic
Habitat

The aquatic core areas include intact, resilient examples of each stream class 
and type of lake and pond across the region, along with habitat for priority 
aquatic species.
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Connectivity

Connectivity will help ensure fish, wildlife, plants are able to access the 
ecosystems on which they depend. There are four types of connectivity that are 
analyzed in this project: “core to core” connectivity, “regional flow,” marsh 
migration corridors, and riparian climate corridors.
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The key features of each of the four components are integrated in one map for 
Nature’s Network Conservation Design, but many complementary data layers are 
available to support conservation planning.



What is Nature’s Network?

Landscape Conservation Design:
a spatial solution to meet multiple natural resource objectives

A Network of Habitats
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Supplemental landscape data



Supplemental landscape data

What is Nature’s Network?
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A Network of Scientists



Project team member organizations
A Network of Partners















Accessing documentation



A Network of Implementers







Resources.



Terrestrial Component

Based on the Northeast Terrestrial 
Habitat Map.  

● The best examples of each type of 
ecological system are included in 
the core areas.

● The habitats of imperiled species, 
including 600 SGCN, were mapped 
by measuring their association with 
ecological systems.



Aquatic Component

Based on the Northeast Aquatic Habitat 
Map.  

● The best examples of each type of 
stream, lake and pond are included 
in aquatic networks.

● The habitats of imperiled species 
includes associations with aquatic 
systems.



Diversity

This approach ensures that our rich 
diversity of landforms, topography, and 
ecosystems is fully represented in 
Nature’s Network.

● Natural communities are included to 
ensure the inclusion of unique and 
difficult to map habitats.

● Representative species ensure that 
enough habitat is represented for 
large suites of wildlife.



Habitat types

The guides describe each type of habitat 
in Nature’s Network:

● Ecology

● Associated plants and wildlife

● Similar ecological systems
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